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On February 17, 18, 19, and 20 Unit 2 operated an average 0.447. above the
license thermal power limit for 41 hours. A maximum power overshoot of 1.527.
was obtained on February 18th at 1338 hours. The power overshoot can be
attributed to the 2C reactor feedpump flow transmitter (GEMAC model #553), which
was found to be out of calibration on February 24th. The transmitter either
drifted out of calibration or it may have been jarred out of calibration by
station personnel. On 2/24/86 the transmitter was calibrated in accorance with
station procedure Dresden Instrument Procedure (DIP) 600-1 and work request #50919.
In order to preclude recurrence of this event, a work request (#51353) has been
issued to install a protective barrier around the feedwater flow transmitter.
In addition, a procedure change to Dresden Operating Surveillance (DOS) 500-18
" Operators' Flow Control Line and Average Core Thermal Power Surveillance",
will be made to direct the Reactor Operator to check if the feedwater pump
combination was altered during the previous shift. Currently DOS 500-18 is
performed once a shift. If the feedwater pump combination was altered, a
qualified Nuclear Engineer will be contacted who will then verify consistent
core thermal power calculations before and after the feedwater pump changeover.
This will identify any transmitter calibration problems.
This was determined to be an isolated event because the errant transmitter had
been previously calibrated on January 31st. The safety significance of the
overpower event was minimal because, during the incident, greater than 10

Inpercent margin existed on all fuel related Technical Specification limits.
addition, considering the conservatism inherent with the flow biased power scram
setpoints, the scram function was not seriously jeopardized had a power transient

$
7

occurred. This is the first occurrence of this type at Dresden.
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On' February 7. , 1Q 19 and 20 Unit 2 operated an average of 0.447. above the license
th2rmal povar limib for 41 hours. A, maximum overshoot af 1.527. was obtained on
Fsbruary ISth at 1338 hours. The following time spans ;found the overpower condition
en the dates mentioned,above. Although thr/ total time listed below exceeds 41 hours,
it should be noted that,the core thermal $$wer occasionally drifced below the licensed
linit during these time spans. .

Dsh Timer Pe'riod'#*-

[ '2/1U66 1113 - 1600'

<

- C O' -

.. 2000 - 2150
'# 0820 - 2400

._ 2/18/86 s
2/19/86 1 0000 - 2400'

2/20/86 "/' 0000 - 0030
,,

The ourpower event was traced to the 2C reactror fogdwar[er (EIIS Code SJ) pump*

flow transmitter. The following sequence of;eneg g led to the power overshoot.

0:LFegruary 12, 19r46 at 1900 hours, the 2C rhaetor feedwatnr pump;was started to,

replace the 2B reactor feedwater putar, which wae'placed out of-service due to seal
/. * damage. With both the 2A and 2C re.setor feed pumps operable Pait 2 was placed on

'A.nqrmal return load ramp to full power starting from 45 percent rated core thermal
j' power. Prior to the imedwater pump changeover, operating with the 2A'and 2B

f' combinatico, the generator output associated with rated thermal power was 825
/ megawattrA lectric. However, with the 2A and 3C combination.vgc.nerator loads in

excess of 825 scgawatts electric were noted oy February 17, 18,.19 and 20. On

Febra.ary 20th,~due to seal damage, the 2C reartor feedwater pump was placed out-"

'

of-service.
.,

During,the course of the investigation, to determine the cause of the megawatt
elfctric output discrerincy, igas- decided to check the| calibration of the three
feedwathr~ flow transmitters because of their large impact on calculated core
chermal tower. The 2C feedwater 6105,. transmitter output was discovered to bei
non-conservative. On Februarp 24,'1986, the Instrument Mechanics calibrated the
2C feedwater Gow . transmitter in accordanca with DIP 600.-1 and work request #50919.

/[. The as fomid calibration data was evaluated to determine the magnitude of the
i core thermal power overshoot. The errant transmitter was producing a signal that
i was approximately 1.5 millianps non-conservative, which translates to a

' # calculational error in reactre power equel to 36 megsvattr thermal. Using this4
^

,value, operating data was assessed to determine the extent a d duration of the
b . -power overshoot on the days mentioned above. Furthermore, tbt: overpower was

I confir~med to be an-isolated incident because the 2C feedwattr flow transmitter
was last calibrated on January 31st iu accordance wd.h DIP 600-1,and work request*

#50547. Between this date and February 12, 1986, the 2C',feedwater pump was used
only'for five hours at approximately 65 percent power.

In order to preclude recuricuce of thi,s event, a werk request (#51353) has been
issued to install a protective barrier around the feedwater flow transmitter.'

The work was completed on March 11, 1986. A similar work request (#51356) was
_

issued for Unit 3. Work is expected to be completed b4 fore the Cyrle 10 startup.
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In addition, a procedure change to Dresden Operating Surveillance (DOS) 500-18
" Operators' Flow Control Line and Average Core Thermal Power Surveillance", will
be made to direct the Reactor Operator to check if the feedwater pump combination
was altered during the previous shift. Currently DOS 500-18 is performed once a
shift. If the feedwater pump combination was altered, a qualified Nuclear Engineer
will be contacted who will then verify consistent core thermal power calculations
before and after the feedwater pump changeovee. This will identify any transmitter
calibration problems.

the safety significance of the overpower condition was minimal for several reasons.
First, greater than 10 percent margin existed on all fuel related Technical
Specifications throughout the duration of the overpower event. Furthermore,
Exxon Nuclear assumes a 1.76 percent standard deviation in feedwater flow when
evaluating various potential plant transients. This value bounds the 1.44
percent error generated by the 2C feedwater flow transmitter. In addition, the
Exxon design base accident analysis assumes that the loss of coolant accident
initiates at 102 percent power. This bounds the power levels obtained during
the overpower condition. Finally, considering the conservatism applied to the
flow biased power scram setpoints, the scram function was not seriously degraded.
This is the first incident of this type at Dresden Station.
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Commonwealth Edison ;'

Dresden Nucber Power Station I
,

R.R. #1 I

Morris, Illinois 60450 |

Telephone 815/942-2920 l
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DJS Ltr #86-245

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control. Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Licensee Event Report #86-004-1, Docket #050237 is being submitted as required
by Technical Specification 6.6, NUREC 1022 and 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1)(B).

vat
D. Scott
Station Manager
Dresden Nuclear Power Station

Enclosure

cc: J.G. Keppler, Regional Administrator, Region III
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